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Leadership in Law
Developing legal leaders can be challenging,
however highly desirable.
For many legal
practitioners, their identify is closely linked to
their profession.
Reframing themselves as
leaders is often difficult, as often they are
expected to continue their client work, indeed
to demonstrate that they are at the top of their
game, plus take on leading and developing
others.
Challenges for Practices include: Retention - to
engage and retain people of interest in the
organisation, higher performers can be the
biggest flight risk. Cultural Fit of those in leader
positions, thus being promoted internally, means
greater understanding of the practice, culture
and people. Cost management - those promoted
internally are typically paid less than hiring
someone with the desired experience, typically a
20% difference. Example - when internal
promotion occurs, in can motivate those who
are ambitious. Work ethic - emerging leaders
often go above and beyond, rewarding the
employer and leadership team.
In the
background, disruption has accelerated through
Ai and demographic change.
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9 Key Challenges for legal
leaders and their career
Understanding Self
1. Seeing the world outside
of yourself. Emerging from
the tunnel – expanding
perspective. The need for
self-awareness and

managing themselves
through the process. Risks

learning to delegate can be a
critical stumbling block.

can include assuming the
motivations and aspirations
of their direct reports,
quickly putting them offside.

3. Different communication
styles & facilitating
discussion. Many legal
leaders may struggle with

2. To have space to develop
their own style. Developing
natural leadership talents
can be important. For some,
it is time to stop being

everyone’s friend, for others
to reduce the need to assert
themselves. For most,

expressing themselves in a
variety of ways. Perhaps,
struggling to look and sound
like a leader, by finding the
right tone and voice
together with balancing
telling vs asking to enable
sharing by all members.
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Leading a Team
4. Establishing credibility,

trust and respect.
Factors that came into
play include transparency,
over promising and under
delivering,

a

failure

to

actively listen, an inability

to

hold

others

accountable,
micromanaging, and being
inconsistent.
5. Engagement.

The failure to win the
hearts and minds of direct
reports, missing the
opportunity to create
connection. To enable
idea sharing. Issues can

include overstepping
boundaries without

asking permission and not

letting people figure things
for

themselves.

understanding

Lack
of

of
the

individual and their lives.
6. Resistance, Confrontation

and Conflict.
Often newer leaders avoid
confrontation. When dealing
with push back from new
direct reports, in some
instances they unexpectedly

request for the removal of
the challenger. Avoidance
can occur after a challenging
encounter, rather than
constructively facing issues
and the causes.
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Getting Work Done

7.

Prioritising

managing

and

time.

Legal

Complexity can

leaders struggle to focus on

manifest itself in

both

confusion and an

client

leadership

work

duties,

and
feeling

pressure to prioritise and

inability to create clear
direction.

manage time, i.e. getting the
right work done at the right

9. Decision making.

time.

Issues of failing to

Indecision can make the

demonstrate progress and

situation worse and can

therefore their value.

remove the emerging leader
from influencing the

8. Dealing with Complexity,

situation and stops them

Stress and Pressure. Often

from adding value.

through experiencing stress

Admitting weakness is often

and pressure the emerging

challenging for them with

leader

their manager, peers and

maintain

can

struggle

composure

to
and

reports.

manage their behaviour.
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Model of Leaders in Law
Legal leaders can be observed across a range of behaviours, impact and team
performance, from destructive to inspirational.
From the bottom Consumed emerging leaders are of negative value, who can only
think of themselves, making life intolerable for many of their team. Comatose
leaders appear to have reluctantly taken on responsibility for others, as they
continue to prioritise and manage their billable work at the expense of their team,
who are left to their own devices. Concussed - the scared and fumbling leader,
attempting to give instruction, reacting belatedly to what is going on around them.

Rising above the line, the Curious leader, trying to understand and develop their
methods. Competent – the calm emerging leader, may be working to be balanced
across their responsibilities, managing their team with equal attention to all
members. Compelling - the most successful emerging leader, is humble, taking
their team on an inspiring journey, harnessing their talent and leading them to
pursue a clear purpose, through compelling interactions and communication.

Leaders in Law above & below the line

Observed

Mindset

Leader Mood

Leader
Behaviour

Compelling

Leading

Inspirational

Humble

Competent

Managing

Calm

Balanced

Curious

Experimenting

Inquisitive

Questioning

Concussed

Reactive

Scared

Blindsided

Comatose

Uninterested

Busy

Reluctant

Consumed

Destroying

Asserting

Narcissistic
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9 Solutions | Solving the
emerging leader challenge
A great juggler
Successful legal leaders, manage
across multiple domains, most
importantly
themselves,
their
progress measures, exploring and
responding to below expectation
situations. Attending to each in their
team, asking questions,

tracking progress and sharing
insights, with stakeholders and
peers.
Negotiating
and
collaborating to get critical work
completed to a high standard in a
timely manner.

Legal Leader as a Juggler
Stakeholders

Leading Others

Getting Work Done

Managing Ourselves
Execute the Strategy

1

Understand and Manage Ourselves
Perspective of others | Leading others is not about ego, but rather developing
empathy and emotional intelligence, seeking to understand what it is to be
someone else.
Developing own leadership style | Legal leaders need to find their own style,
while looking in the mirror, to see how others perceive them. It is taking the
journey of self-awareness, to appreciate to their key characteristics, their
impact on others.
Communication styles | Communicate for clarity and purpose – leaders
achieve more, improve themselves and resonate with their team and
stakeholders when they enjoy clarity and can articulate their purpose to be
impactful. To ensure that each member understands the context and impact.
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Wellness | managing their physical and mental state. To be physically ready for
work, to look after their body and mindset.
Mental management | managing reoccurring emotions, be open to others,
managing energy, being fully present at work then shutting down at the end of
the working day, to be present at home with family and friends.
Personal Management | how we present, reactions, behaviours, motivation,
energy, time management, creativity and full spectrum communication.
Reflecting | time to consider, have we got balance between everything that is
important?
Relationships | Working with others is critical for our success – very few
people achieve results by themselves and rely on relationships – i) other people
are as much individuals as you yourself are with their own strengths, learning
styles and motivation. ii) taking responsibility for communication.

Strengths
Career Management

Learning Style

Awareness

Managing
Ourselves

Purpose

Relationships

2 Leading a Team
Establish credibility and trust | through sharing vision and priorities, how each
person contributes, taking a coaching approach and asking rather than telling,
as more and more knowledge workers expect sophistication in the approach
from their manager.
Engagement | Leaders make interactions meaningful, supporting a team of
direct reports, adapting communication and approach to their style, coaching
and mentoring as required. Authenticity and being who you desire to be at
work, ensuring that as leaders of others, actions match what is asked and said.
Developing the right working relationships and communication | connection
is critical, showing genuine interest in them and understanding the whole
person. Understanding the multiple dimensions that make the person - their
talents and motivation, who they are outside of work.
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The

incomplete

leader

|

Developing

understanding of the talents that each team
member possesses, what they love to do, the way
that they learn, what they want from their work
i.e. getting to know their motivation, their drivers.
Such that the team performs at their best.

Clear comms
on plan and
execution

Asks for
and listens
to feedback

Inspires by
describing
the vision

Invests in people,
setting them up
for success.

Sets
collaborative
stretch goals

Has a connection,
is trusted and
walks the talk

3 Getting work done and executing the strategy
Leaders need to work to fully appreciate the overall organization, translating
the big picture for the team and the individuals in team, developing their
understanding of the impact on organisation goals.
Prioritising | Prioritising what is important and budgeting time and effort
accordingly. Getting work completed in a quality, timely manner and progress
monitoring. The successful legal leader provides context and clarity for the
team, through exploring why each person is in their role, with review and
agreement to ensure understanding of responsibilities. Discussing and
reinforcing what is to be done, who are the best people to do the work and
balancing the classic Stephen Covey Important versus Urgent.
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Dealing with Complexity, Stress and Pressure | Balancing empowerment and
accountability, there is a need to balance a drive for results and people skills.
So, there is a balance of taking people on the journey and getting work done.
Managing ownership, learning to establish clarity and planning ahead. Focusing
on established priorities, giving concise updates on progress and issues. Asking
insightful questions assists clarity.
Decision making | a key challenge for newer leaders, who routinely fail to make
decisions and struggle to manage bias, with often limited perspectives of the
opportunity or problem. Further avoiding silo mentalities of winning at the
expense of other members of the organisation, or supply chain relationships.
Delegating | being collaborative in goal setting, ensuring that each team
member can work towards their goals daily, removing complexity, establishing
aspirational stretch goals, seeking excellence. Progress monitoring - delving
into what is going on and not accepting off-the-cuff responses.
Mea Culpa | making mistakes, learning to fail fast, being frank and forthright
about them and moving on, ensuring the same mistake is not repeated.

Successful leaders often find themselves on a journey to
move up the ladder, as they commence their role, from Fire
Fighting, to Business-as-Usual and then onto Continuous
Improvement and perhaps Breakthrough Change. First
became exposed to this idea on the Lean Enterprise
journey with a business transformation and it changes the
way one’s role and responsibilities can be viewed.

Breakthrough Change
Continuous Improvement
Business as Usual

Fire Fighting
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Want to know more?
Please visit my website

Please feel welcome

www.adamcallender.com

subscribe to my blog.

I am holding presentations to discuss the research behind the
whitepaper, register adam@adamcallender.com or +612 91887292

LinkedIn:
Facebook:

https://www.linkedin.com/acallender
fb.me/adamcallenderleadership
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